HIGH-ORDER RESONANCE FOR DUFFINGIS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
by Loren P. Meissner We further focus our attention on the case where y(8) has a representation as a sum of odd cosines; this restriction introduces the boundary conditions (2) y( 7T/2) 0,
In the formulation most of ten. investigated (Duffing, [1); Heinbockel, Struble [2) ), eq. (1) is written with g(y(8)) := ~ • y3(8) and f(8) := cOE.8.
We shall consider this case in detail as a specific example, but many of the results developed here apply equally well in the more general case so long as f(8) and g(y(8)) can be represented as sums of odd cosines, and subject to some restrictions on gl which we will encounter as we proceed and which are summarized among the hypothesesof Theorem 1.
Note especially that we are not restricting our attention to the IIweakly nonlinear ll case: that is, we are not assuming that g is IlsmalJ_ll.
2. Perturbation analysis when'Y is small: High-order resonance.
We seek to determine the behavior of solutions to eqs. 
We summarize certain results obtained by applying standard methods (Magnus, Winkler [3] , p,. 51) to this case. Let
Assume that M4 > 0 on (0, rr/2). Then, the Liouville transformation, normalized so that teO) = 0 and t(TI/2) = rr/2, is wet) = M(e(t)) . z(e(t)),
If ~ is bounded on (0, n/2) by kl ~ ~(t) ~ ~, then we may apply the Comparison Theorem (Ince [4] , p. 232) with the boundary condition 2 l cos (C 2 /tn + k )2 . (n/2) = ° to show that the values 'Y = tn, at which e~. (4) hOas a non-trivial solution, satisfy the conditions (9) and as n ~oo we have the asymptotic behavior tn ~ c 2 /4 n 2 The standard ttsingular perturbation tt analysis for problems of this type, where the order of the differential e~uation changes by more than one at the limiting value of a parameter, is given by Wasow [5] .
However, Wasow's ttassumption C tt (page 322) re~uires that.[(-M 4 ) must never be purely imaginary. This assumption is directly contradictory to our M4 > 0, which is the essential condition for the existence of real eigenvalues. In fact, it should not be considered surprising that "smooth tt behavior as 'Y -7 ° may be incompatible with the existence of arbitrarily small values of 'Y at which the variational e~uation has a non-trivial solution.
The phenomenon called ttnonlinear resonance tt is associated with the existence of these non-trivial solutions of the variational e~uation. A ~ualitative description of the difference between this phenomenon and ordinary (linear) resonance is given by Stoker [6] From eq. (9), we derive the following lower bound for the separation between adjacent eigenvalues: (10 ) which is positive for suffic iently large n and asymptotically 3. The Duffing problem in operator form. We now find it necessary to introduce some notational conventions.
Let a be the interval (0, 11/2) and let E be the following subset a 2 of r.: (a):
Then Ea is a Banach space, with IlyEIl = (fa YE 2 Y2. Let the operators ~, ~2, IE' and finally 'fE be defined on Fa as follws:
Then the Duffing problem may be written as: P E YE == O.
Subscripts in this notation will be used to indicate the domain of an operator or function, and we will use a superscript with number sign as an index; that is, to specify a particular element of a space f t f t f 1 #1 p#2 t Th . t or 0 a se 0 opera ors; or examp e, y , ,e c. e superscrlp (#-0) will be reserved to indicate the solution of the reduc ed equation, eq. (3):
We also need to be able to discuss the first derivative of YE E. Ea' Although, the second derivative, which appears in eq.(l), causes no special difficulty, the first derivative of our odd cosine series is a series of odd sines. These satisfy a different set of boundary conditions and, hence, lie in a different space. We call this space Fa and we define the operators DFE and DEF as follows:
Normal and self-adjoint operators. Let us review some properties of linear operators on ~ c £2(a). We define the norm of a linear operator HE as
The adjoint of HE is the operator HE* such that for any YE#l, y r in ~', 
Hypotheses:
P is defined on a neighborhood S(y#O, p) in a Banach space F.
The linear operator r#O = (DP( y#O)) -1 exists, where DP( y#O)
is the Frechet derivative (see Dieudonne [9J, p. 141)
of P at y#O.
A solution to Py-= 0 exists and is in S(/fO, p). We introduce the operator TF#O:
We see that TF#O is also self-adjoint and, furthermore, that b-r-..)
is an eigenvalue of TF#O whenever r-.. is an eigenvalue of
JEFj that is, whenever there is· a nnntrivial solution of (J FE rather than. all of S(YE#o, p) in ,establishing the bound for K, provided that we make ABC 2 strictly less than 2.
Remark: The requirement that f)~(YE#O) be self-adjoint, which makes it possible to equate the norm of (TF#O)-l with its largest eigenvalue is,.
of course, satisfied automatically since the theorem refers explicitly to eq.
(1) where g is assumed to be an ordinary function of a real variable.
This may not be the case,;however, in generalizations of this investigation to other kinds of operators. In order to numerically execute a nonlinear operation upon a coefficent vector, we first perform discrete harmonic synthesis to obtain a function in "sampled" form; that is, defined at a number of equally-spaced sample point s. We then apply the nonlinear operation. to the sampled function and perform discrete harmonic analysis upon the result.
The first calculation is the solution of the reduced equation, eq. (3), by Newton's method in the Banach space of coefficient vectors.
The procedure, which is described in greater detail in the author's Ph.D.
thesis [10] , involves the nonlinear operator 'DGECiE#O) (compare eq. 20):
(29) (8 E ex)
We note that the function (1 + P' • Ci E #o)2) consists of even cosines and we find that the matrix which corresponds to this operator can be generated from the even-cosine harmonic coefficients: the element in row i and column j is one-half the sum of the coeffi':ient of cos (2 • ! i -j!) . This report was prepared a~ an account of Government sponsored work.
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